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INTRODUCTION TO NEW TIME, II. 
 
Another issue made for life in this world to become real again. Herein are nine articles that I 
published a few weeks ago in a one-off-publication; SIGNALER., and then translated from 
Swedish and changed a bit to fit the present British language. These just mentioned articles 
repeats some of what I wrote in the first issue of NEW TIME (THE SOLSTICE WELL), but these 
are articles and not books, so you’re OK with this and that. Then I offer nine other pieces of 
fine writing from my sweet homepages that you all have read and thoroughly enjoyed 
already. But, be glad for what you get. 

My writing is intended for a time in-between: the breaking point into the New Time. It had to 
be written in this way, without directed guidance and just straight from Truth.  
I have reasons: To spread real Knowledge from the Well of all Wells and make sure that this 
world will have at least one reliable and clean source to drink from. And, I do care about 
what is Right and Good. 
 
That morons believe what they wish is their problem, at least from now on.  
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THE NEW TIME 

It is most certainly not a hidden secret, or for many anything that can be forgotten that the 
Worlds and the Gods exist. This is the most repeated, and at the same time the clearest 
answer our world’s history has to take care of and offer our lives. The only Knowledge that 
always gets claimed impossible to get affirmed is left for humanity more clearly than 
anything to see. The most likely and the only really valuable for us all is true. 

“The War of all Wars works itself in the open and 
hidden with certain people, or beings if you wish it 
mentioned like that, who are mostly unknowing 
tools where the little parts of Truth they do know 
of is close to nothing of worth for these; the foes’ 
shaped and used scum, seeing as this would 
comprise the fact that they are nothing and lack all 
rights in our world.” 

The New Time that soon will emerge, or rather re-emerge, is one in the line of the Gods’ 
reincarnations that like a law and rule again will continue shape our world. This time, this 
must be mentioned, this has been much harder to manifest as the earlier reincarnations of 
“The Seven Gods” failed to show about four hundred years ago. Anyone who would search 
for the Knowledge will clearly come to see simultaneous changes that have occurred during 
thousands of years back inside the people and our Culture in all parts of this world. These 
mildly put revolutionizing occurrences left traces no one can continue to ignore or cover 
over with any kind of manipulations. 

The Knowledge and the traditions real functions and use will be brought in to a new 
reminder. With this follows the re-established, improved and repeated renewal of this world. 
The forming of the high cultures and the correcting recovery of the Knowledge, or sanity if 
you so wish, are undeniably essential need to humanity as the only possible way back to a 
healthy honour and dignity in life. The consciousness about the Gods’ existence is also the 
only self-defence for humanity’s survival. (As always these very simple and clear facts will be 
fought against in all conceivable ways in the War.) 

“We are all forced and involved partakers in the 
War of all Wars, which to sum it up is about the 
Might over our shared existence: Our life or our 
death.” 

Ignorance is a deadly weapon and the strongest inner foe, which already done what should 
be completely unthinkable in all countries; inside our owned societies. The War of all Wars 
works itself in the open and hidden with certain people, or beings if you wish it mentioned 



like that, who are mostly unknowing tools where the little parts of Truth they do know of is 
close to nothing of worth for these; the foes’ shaped and used scum, seeing as this would 
comprise the fact that they are nothing and lack all rights in our world. We are all forced and 
involved partakers in the War of all Wars, which to sum it up is about the Might over our 
shared existence: Our life or our death. 

This world now looks mostly like something made to snare anyone that searches after 
Knowledge and freedom, but this is an illusion aimed at the poor in Knowledge and that 
state will soon be a bleak memory. The possibilities with using presages in order to 
prematurely arrange after constructions are being used to the maximal and have shown 
themselves to be a weapon of unparalleled strength. Undoubtedly has Viet suffered severe 
defeats long enough, but we now have the greatest gain of truthful; real and working 
presages until Ragnarok. We must all hold our lives awake inside the Knowledge about the 
Gods and the War, as there is no choice to be made. 

Beyond our Gods that can protect us there is only filth, dumbness, suffering and a final 
death. 
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PRESAGES 

Much of the falsely said to be unknown for humanity will more and more show itself being 
the most known facts in our world since thousands of years back. The science that now 
exists is prevented from publish its full knowledge, and in other cases is left without 
capacity to measure the presence of “the invisible”, that is fully visible for some of us thanks 
to our abilities to see what others cannot see. And, we are not forgetting what the 
widespread dumbness manages to rule out and misinterpret… 

“The stolen ideas that are spread around in large 
parts of the world have been forced upon many to 
carry with them daily, as it has been seen since 
long ago that seeing and stealing from future 
occurrences, as in right here and now and from 
forthcoming times, would benefit our foe up to this 
New Time.” 

The immediate future holds no real surprises. Attempts will be made with setting forth 
“other foes” that our foe can play and control; this for the very short-sighted purpose to get 
time to escape and try to relieve their final punishment. The lies they have survived on will 
be impossible to repeat, so you can expect new fakeries from their side; so notwithstanding 
how ridiculous statements they will try these must be left ignored and without any 
consideration. Just look at what their ridiculous lies and half-truths already has done against 
our world. Most likely they will pull out some cosmic perspective and “prove” anything with 
showing a UFO or something similar. If they show themselves as glowing and other things 
then laugh, as that really proves nothing. We have much more of highness and holiness than 
they can imagine. The foes’ filthy words will be hopeless here for all future and this world 
will be an open war on life and death, is preferable to us. 

“Viet will survive the War.” 

The resulting effects of presages in the foes’ different scribblings have sadly come true as 
calculated and desired for with millions dead in wars and many more incurably damaged 
minds. Words have since long ago been set against words and then turned around again and 
again; as if they could have anything equal here: These foes, that of course have no rights to 
say anything with our holy staves and words; or any right to breathe in this world. Ignore 
what is guaranteed to be filthy, false and deadly. Here’s a fitting place to point out that our 
Gods has not cared for predicting the future to any larger or more detailed extent as it will 
lead on to more confusion and wars, especially as it already have been so clumsily forged by 
our foes. To our foes it doesn’t matter as they have no concern for anything here and they 
don’t own anything in our world, and of course have nothing they could lose here. The 
stolen ideas that are spread around in large parts of the world have been forced upon many 
to carry with them daily, as it has been seen since long ago that seeing and stealing from 
future occurrences, as in right here and now and from forthcoming times, would benefit our 
foe up to this New Time. Very systematically has our world been plundered and twisted for 



any valuable information through this way of thieving in time. To refer to some poisoned 
“original texts” that the foe has touched, rewritten and forged, is quite meaningless. So 
complete is the control the foe has over the deranged in our world. They are double-dealing 
and twisting to pieces the unknowing with everything imaginable that humanity since 
ancient times was given here to have as fully understandable. There are also some newer 
scribblings with false presages that has been put together and left here to work as new traps 
for our thought and empty the world on our strength, on our intelligence and our lives. 

Our cause will remain irrespective to what may come to be said: Viet will survive the War. 
How big this victory will be is still unclear for all beings. We must fight for a complete 
victory and this must now be done at any price and with whatever means necessary. There is 
in other words no reason at all to “debate” with scum no sane being could feel any respect 
for and that everyone must know deserves the worst imaginable death. 

Our world is a warzone where junk will not be allowed to cover over Reality anymore. 
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HIGH CULTURES, MIGHT AND TRUTH 

Are you calling yourself free and thinking without much Knowledge of anything about 
Reality? Nobody is blaming you personally, but there is soon no chance left for slow thinkers 
and the conceited anywhere… As long as a large part of this world’s brainwashed believe 
that their own power is enough and no might is above them; then these will continue to sink 
down to the lowest of the Worlds to be punished, or just be left to die if they are lucky. 

HIGH CULTURE 

Our high cultures are far more than the small remains and ruins that we collectively 
managed to save from the foes’ filthy hands. Our born within and inherited cultures, or 
rather our Culture, as it is largely identical and set under different names in this world. (Just 
a very shallow existence or an extreme ignorant would fail to see that clearly.) The people in 
the good and high cultures were distinguished by consciousness, clarity and honour, so the 
constructed non-culture that came after that should have been impossible to carry through if 
the people had not had been threatened, forced and murdered. This is a well-known fact and 
a very obvious insight among most, but still it is avoided today among weak when there is 
spoken of our revenge and justice! Our lives are not others’ game.  

Nowadays must obviousness as that the Gods exist get a foothold in all societies… 

VARIOUS 

I am asked sometimes about places where you could meet forefather-spirits, or see a being 
or an entity. I do know where, but that is not something one should give away. Regardless if 
you get the mixed pleasure to meet some of these or not, it is of importance that you will 
never see or meet spirits, beings or entities, if these do not wish that happening for their 
own purpose. Now drag some rich and real conclusions out of this. Trust in nothing that is 
unknown. 

I have also been asked about how reincarnation works. With the choice of a reincarnation is 
the bloodlines followed down through the kindred lineages. Relatively few are returned here, 
but in this time many more than usual are here for this awaited breaking-point in time. 

When it comes to Godar, shamans, and a few others with higher knowledge; it is quite like 
inside our very own blood in that there is a gathering of Knowledge from many of the 
Worlds. (This doesn’t mean they would know all there is, or even what is right.) The 
Knowledge is constricted by the Gods and their closest to spread. The Warriors will naturally 
always be the highest valued in existence, here meaning the hidden and real reincarnated 
teachers. 

OUR MIGHT 

The Truth behind most of the wars, starvation catastrophes, “natural” catastrophes, 
spreading of sickness, the forced migration of different people, the controlled governments, 
all this and much more to it that is affecting our world in general is a must to regain our 
rightful and complete control over. Our will to take back our own might is the key. The 
accessories to the attacks against our world are to a large part unknowing of what they have 
realized and often don’t know nearly enough to see the comprehensive Reality.  

The War is soon out of its words. Force and might will stand alone until Ragnarok. 

  1 S 



THE CONTROLLED SOCIETY 

I decided early on in my life to refuse contribute anything to this completely warped society 
built on lies; and its parasitic and warped egoism, or as little as could be. (May be that this 
insight was laid down subconsciously.) How many times I have laughed and been stunned by 
the now widespread illusions about humanity’s roots and our history at this present state in 
this world and finally teared up with grief is likely more than the hours I have lived. 

THE FORCED UPON JUNK-CULTURE 

Through these presently foe-controlled governments’ guidelines straight down to the 
“media” and reversed is the latest all-time low peddled. First the dumbness is presented as a 
joke through junk-culture to thereafter be directly sold in as an “alternative” to now be 
chosen from for the already confused, or rather non-existent, normality. All of junk-cultures 
calculating dung works in this way; it is often sold in with some “humour” and stuck on the 
hollowed eyed and ignorant. Through repeating it is thereafter premiered to the attested 
unwished and damaging behaviours that in the long run lead forward to certain death for 
the receivers. Nonsensical opinions and constructions filled with non-reality inside them are 
debated as if these are about real and important questions to take an interest in… The false 
“religion” (so-called judaism and their whore children made into weapons called islam and 
christianity.) and the thoroughly rotten ideologies void of all common sense in them are 
forced upon children and anyone dumb enough. Gradually has a condition been imprinted 
where the retarded and filthy are celebrated as normal and progressive. All critique is 
marked as “conservative” and “backwards”, which strangely enough is seen as something 
negative in comparison with the severely dumb, deranged and death-sentenced society 
people are forced down in to endure. 

“All of junk-cultures calculating dung works in this 
way; it is often sold in with some “humour” and 
stuck on the hollowed eyed and ignorant.” 

The foes pay their tools with promises in words, or money and others’ bodies, when their 
lying words about a good afterlife with them are not enough. Thereafter they visualize the 
most unwished behaviours that can be found to copy; this is fully aimed on counteracting 
the peoples own identities and scorn (!) all sensible thoughts on the Gods, the Knowledge, 
normal honour and decency. The victimized have been taken from their human value, which 
is truly far worse than being dead. 

The low-life’s time of “greatness” through different media as being normative and carriers of 
immorality is in this moment of writing occurring and new ”role models” are quickly causing 
even lower behaviours and mind-weakness to copy. What could possibly be the gain in 
putting scum in control of people and whole countries behaviours to an unbelievable 
dumbness, with an extreme usury of weakness without any kind of concern? None for us, 
but for the foe is the winnings quite rich and our wished for death is creeping nearer hour 
by hour.  



“It is time to awake and act and find that the 
control over your lives is where the might in any 
society lies.” 

To find the obvious to understand for the Folk; that they are hated by our foe and that their 
lives are threatened seem almost impossible for many to realize as these cannot believe that 
they are hated without any allowed and approved reasoning… They know within that they 
are innocent, as if that would be enough anywhere… It is time to awake and act and find that 
the control over your lives is where the might in any society lies. 

Little is found valuable enough to be kept from the non-cultures’ decades and nothing in the 
false constructions; in the future to come will it be a fleeing thought that extreme mistakes 
has passed by here and left our world. 
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FINDING DELPHI 

I lived in “Delphi” for long periods spread out over five years. A five year plan? Not really. 
Even though the rise of Delphi is part of the very core of the New Time there is nothing of 
any interest to be found in the temporary settlement seated next to Delphi. 

The fact that most of the people there are moved in and that their grandparents lived in the 
village that was on top of the real Delphi should really give a clear hint that they are far 
removed from Apollo. This wart of a village poses itself as being Delphi and is filled with 
foes of the lowest order, having nothing of any value to anyone in Reality. The fact that it is 
forbidden to build much in this village is a good start. The next step will be demolition.  

Thieving from, I dare to say parasiting on tourists, and even on "themselves". This is 
not "Greek behaviour" at all. The minds are infected by the lowest beings imaginable while 
they blatantly parasite on "their" heritage. I just feel sadness and hate for the time being. 

 "Reviving the Delphic ideal."  

Well, today there are a few thousand around in Greece that are somewhat worthy to live. 
This small percentage should step up and never give any kind of acceptance to the scum that 
surrounds them. Just rip the scum off. Do whatever with them. They have no rights in this 
world if they do not follow the Gods. 

At the same time there was, and sadly still is for a while, very little use in having a spot 
where just the Gods and high and truth-filled people can live. It would be destroyed 
immediately at this point in time. Our foes moved in next to Delphi and made it even lower 
than the average low normality with their presence. I do know the exact reasons for this, and 
you will understand it one day… Do not feed these beings with anything. They have been 
parasites long enough now and if they are not even sane enough to follow the Gods, then, as 
I have said before and for the obvious reason that they do not own anything here or 
anywhere in this world. How could they? Trust me on this.  

Is that village so separated from Hellas or the rest of the filthy and “worldly world”? Sadly 
not.	  

To believe that the pillar of the earth, or the "navel", was a one meter little ditty, that would 
mark the centre of the world must be really, really dumb. Also, to believe that the Sibyl made 
everything up herself by being drugged by fumes from the ground must be even dumber. 
The list goes on… Why do I care? Why should anyone care? 

"O! Just imagine what you like that will fit into your ego, and then call it your own truth." I 
refuse to be a retard and so should everyone. Find the real and only Gods and find that 
everything Else is a killing joke. 
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RAMBLINGS (NEW YEAR ADVANCE SESSION) 

This world is a migraine attack. I, it is always I, get it now... 

I sit in this forest night and day, caught counting falling leaves that wish for me to stay. 
These mountains no longer whisper me as ravens. I have no fear to fear. Finally, the sorrows 
have eaten too many meals on my behalf. 

I know my futures and I have seen my paths; the choices of somethings and nothings that 
can never become enough for me. For others all that could be looked upon as “experiences”; 
all these living nightmares in those dead hearts that need perfume while looking into buying 
another meagre meal ticket in a deranged world. The unwanted are living the Illusion to 
trade with the other unwanted and useless. Laugh or cry? 

I really had a horrible year. Again. Set-up some scum and made no friends. Again. Travelled 
to where I didn’t want to travel. Again. Rehearsed a play that never will see the light. Set fire 
to manuscripts that will never see the light. Read in some of my older poetry. Wrote a little 
that maybe will see the light. By now you can clearly see that I am this miserable person 
without any life at all. That is partly right. My life is playing the waiting game. I know my 
days to come and what will await me. I should feel hate and love and all the other things that 
make me shine so very brightly, still I do know that the quality of my life is about a million 
times higher than the average person due to Knowledge, but the downsides my friends, due 
to those “other people”...  

I irritate “other people” sometimes by having no interest and absolutely no respect for 
whatever they do and whatever they foolishly believe they are. If not with The Gods then you 
are less than nothing. Should I have hatred or pity for “other people”? I take my pick later 
on. 

Anyway, being "Asatru" in a world where so many are held under siege in the War of all Wars 
that they are quite clueless about; Life itself and its Realities, is of course a strain to live 
through. In the future nobody will be able to imagine how life was here at present... I have 
written several articles on these matters that I never published, apart from one that was up 
for a short while, and some only spread around and looked at by some people I have, or had, 
contact with. It is a waiting game. Time that is. 

Time. 
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THE HIGHER CONCIOUSNESS 

The higher consciousness is inside the fundamental Knowledge regarding the Gods and their 
Folk and the heritage that leads us all forward to our united aim for victory in the War of all 
Wars. The War is always at work; now mostly cowardly intervening in everything that can be 
found in this world, and as most very well know of: The Gods always work after the highest 
and final results. The Knowledge will be the durable state in the New Time; to which all of 
humanity gladly will stand.  

THE FOE 

The foes, certainly not undeservedly known as our parasites, have long dedicated themselves 
with triggering Midgard, so that the awaited return of the Gods and humanity’s New Time 
could look as if it’s a revolution against their parasitic work… Furthermore they wish to 
make this coming return of the Gods in this world as painful and incomprehensible for 
humanity as they possibly can. Their plan with their continuing slaughter, and that 
undeniably almost inconceivable degrading of people in all parts in this world; is to force the 
unknowing parts of humanity to remain down in their forced upon retarded state. This is 
sadly how awkward and undignified the state of this world has become and this is the cost 
an all too large part of this world got paid after being thralls beneath the foes constructions 
and filthy fake religions for hundreds of years. 

“The foes’ fakery with ridiculous “religions” and 
“ideologies” are considered by the most 
brainwashed to be in a constant and unshakable 
condition which you are forced to be guided by; in 
spite of that it lacks all of our rights and the true 
and sane Reality.” 

The coming scenario with extreme pain and hatred coming from the insight over how the 
people of this world have been fooled and forced down will we be able to counteract for 
most, since it fully will be redeemed manifold with the returning of the Gods and our New 
Time. 

THE PUNISHMENT IS LAW 

The old well-known thefts of the Gods’ names and the attempts to dirty down our holy Tru 
have been used ruthlessly inside the still continuing demeanour of people’s identities, 
identities which often have been made into garbage by being named after the foes 
themselves; that would be after the undeniably lowest beings that sadly still exist. Know that 
the foes parasitic thefts can never be called time-honoured and for nothing be left alone with 
a dry and backwards narcissistic verification as if this was not to any of our concern. It’s at 
the very core a consciously planned and extreme defilement of our own lives and our life-
sustaining honour. To sit silently and “accepting” the foes’ dirt shows an incredible 
resignation leading further into mental deficiency. The foes’ fakery with ridiculous 
“religions” and “ideologies” are considered by the most brainwashed to be in a constant and 
unshakable condition which you are forced to be guided by; in spite of that it lacks all of our 
rights and the true and sane Reality.  



The foes’ lies will need to be exterminated in our world if we are to live in healthy societies 
and gain our own freedom. The retarded state which is forcing us to “accept” a non-life 
down in the foes’ faeces; such a living is truthfully heart-breaking and death would be, 
mildly put, much preferable.  

May our foes’ manipulations be exterminated at any cost. We will never forget or belittle the 
crimes against Viet in the Middle-period. 
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THE CRIMES 

With the self-evident insight we share in the fact that the foes never can hide all of their 
crimes; nowhere near to enough of their committed crimes against our world, and their long 
thought out purpose is to try escaping our hate and our rightful All-might here. What now 
remain for us is to act with might before anything else. Parts of Midgard have long been 
consciously planned to be set in the worst imaginable self-defence just in time for the return 
of our New Time. This means that now even the high and moral principles healthy humans 
already own must immediately be relinquished and fully replaced with the far higher moral 
principles that the War of all Wars now demands from us. 

“The lower the foes try to set the Gods, the lower 
beneath the Gods they are to be seated 
themselves.” 

We have already judged the responsible for these close to unimaginable crimes with all 
rights that exists and it is high time to deal out punishments on a larger scale. It is safe to 
say the foes now will pay the full price for their filthy crimes against the Gods and 
humanity’s shared rights. Any moron, who will let it shine that the foe acted in any kind of 
“self-defence” and because of that would become close to innocent to the extreme 
defilements and mass-slaughter on large parts of our world with crimes so gross and 
sickening that it impossibly can be formulated without becoming ill, that moron should not 
only open its eyes, in such a case it is necessary to get hold of a set of functioning eyes 
immediately. 

The lower the foes try to set the Gods, the lower beneath the Gods they are to be seated 
themselves. This will clearly, and not without a certain comical effect, soon come to show… 
That dross had their strongest card in their parasitic talents and their survival in denying the 
Gods existence! How insane this sounds to us; large parts of humanity believed that their 
Gods don’t exist! 

* 

Up until Ragnarok the Knowledge is the only path that can be wandered in freedom in all of 
the worlds. The War of all Wars includes all of humanity and any other kind of choice to live 
does not exist. 

 

The War has given us the Warriors of our world. 

Time is now to sharpen our swords and our names to all our rewards. 

The Gods might over life and death will remain here. 
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VIET 

Viet: The Gods and the Gods’ Truthful are alone holy in our world. How this world would be 
without our resistance can be observed in the most rotten parts of this world. 

(I’ve had a non-active part in the resistance and the building up during my forced upon 
absent-minded periods, but it is hardly petty things that have been done by this signer here 
and there in my awake periods. More about this you will get to find out somewhere else.) 

I’ve lived the larger part of my life in waiting; somewhat according to the rules that are set 
up for the War of all Wars. My life’s gain, from my attacked position, is that I through 
experiences from my own life do know how to take oneself away from many of the problems 
to solve that now await a large number of people: All these unnecessary hardships and 
conceptions that many will have to fight with from having being set at zero and unknowing. 
This is for many in this world to get through now and then reach back up to human dignity 
again. 

Sadly, there are no facts or any allegations that cannot be questioned by empty words and 
repulsive rhetoric, but all of my words will be proven. 

THE CLEARANCE 

The infiltrations that have been made and are still occurring in all of our countries societies 
with propagations of nonsense and opinions as weapons that try to let it shine that the foes 
stolen positions of might are as if it was them a given right… Many do know that their 
fantasy of their “might” here fully builds on their usage of the weak; that is the perverted 
and insane, to carry out their perverted and insane propaganda.  

“What as a rule always happens is that they will 
place themselves as their own foes and thereby 
paralyze the weak minds to carry out what the foe 
wish for. It is frightening to observe.” 

During The Clearance that now is expected our foes and their low-life aims, together with the 
manipulations that dragged this world down into their filth, will come to be set under holy 
light with over-explicitness. 

The foes “angels” and other equal sub-human scum can very well say that they follow the 
Viet’s aspirations, claim to have somewhat decent morals, execute little deeds that short-
sightedly may seem positive, but what immediately must be said is that these are always 
unwanted and unnecessary; truthfully harmful for all higher and normal Life. What as a rule 
always happens is that they will place themselves as their own foes and thereby paralyze the 
weak minds to carry out what the foe wish for. It is frightening to observe. It is also 
frightening to watch a majority that cannot see so apparent manipulations. I advise you to 
not continue let yourself be amused by any excuses or empty “love” explanations down in 
their Illusion. Have it in clear sight that they are searching after ways to exterminate us. 

The usage of the weak to be weapons aimed at the heart; false and twisted “feelings” and 
“love” became stuffy weapons against the world meanwhile they are always referring to each 
other as if they could be authorities in order to force on this incestuous trade in front of 



many asleep and naive eyes. No, it is not really made for the sake to reach any quite useless 
money; which this naively has been deciphered to be, and with lying often been told is the 
case... There is a War there the foe right now is fully awake and active, meanwhile most of 
humanity is dying in their slumber. 

We needn’t soon emphasize especially hard against wrongful presumptions, false authority, 
guessing’s dumbness and infantile wishes. The doubt will come to fully be taken away when 
unfounded and conflicting information about life get their Solutions through the Knowledge. 
Our lives true core will be returned to all of humanity. 

WORDS 

The confusion of ideas from many of our words’ altered meanings sadly show us who has 
taken the parasitic controlling state of this world. And, it is a petty and meaningless might in 
principle, but it does clearly show the foes insane motives to control petty things and feel 
superior with their empty words: The cowardly parasites’ main weapon. As if anything they 
could do would be us unknowing…  It is all to use and demand a preservation of the lies 
they sorely need for their illegal existence. Their conscious forgeries in code with altered 
words shall show their “new truths” already written down in the old. Will we be fooled to 
find this to be a superior intelligence at work? Pathetic.  

That the foe will be able to change from being the undoubtedly lowest in all valuable aspects 
with words to being great, somewhat like an alchemist’s quest for gold in his faeces, is just a 
suicidal imagining. 

THE ENCLOSURE FOR THE WEAK 

Viet will protect the made into weak and dirty up to a certain point, but this may not be at 
any expense for the lives for the still clean and worthy. The fact that most of the foremost 
and the highest this world has ever seen will die for the lesser and much lesser in Ragnarok 
is revolting to me, but all that is good apparently has its time. 

That many have had the stomach to serve themselves with a since long emptied collective 
honour and flatter themselves of the Gods deeds, as well as other known names in our 
history, without doing anywhere near enough of a sufficient resistance against the foe has 
shown itself being a very expensive ordeal for the state of the world: 

Nobody is more than their name. 
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THE KNOWLEDGE 

The Gods exist. (May be not to everyone’s wishes and imagined images.) 

Humanity exists and their heritage is mostly completely from the Gods. 

The Worlds exist and are obvious physical realities. 

The War exists and is nothing more or other than for the Right and Might. 

*  

We are all in the War of all Wars and no one is an exception from participation in this fact. 

The Gods or any other kind of “beings or entities” can of course create any matter other than 
to duplicate their blood, their own “branches”. (May be that you can with a force move 
matter around, which surely would fool someone’s unknowing eyes regarding that “creating” 
matter from nothing is possible…) What was done by the Gods in the formative times is that 
the Worlds were “timbered and shaped”; including this world. The reincarnated are a 
relatively exclusive few and most are not reincarnated, which the non-reincarnated can be 
very glad for; by not getting that extra luggage. 

”Beings and entities”, as for example “little people” are also human. If it looks somewhat like 
a human, then it is a “human”. (Some written about beings doesn’t exist, if that now needs to 
be clarified.) Life; freedom, functioning intelligence, clean emotions, lust and will, all this can 
only find a real and worthy existence inside the Knowledge. The cause to the War of all Wars 
is the might over the Worlds, naturally with Odin in the centre. 

The War works itself inside everything that own enough influence for controlling humanity 
with: The most ridiculous claims are comically enough upheld at the present as believable in 
large parts of the world all the while Reality; Life’s Reality’s, is held to be mythical or untrue 
and to be ignored. This will change. Old rewritings and guessing’s about our world’s history 
places unpleasant claims on being scientific and calls itself “research”, and earlier even as 
“enlightenment”; thereafter leading forth the present degeneration into trap after trap. It 
really is no coincidence that the most important in Life is kept away from people with this 
world withheld from the Knowledge; as this is humanity’s only path.  

The occurring and steadily nullified opinions in these so-called politics, religions, science 
and other types of meaninglessness that shaped itself inside the Middle-period’s retarded 
state will naturally die when proven preposterous; when set in the holy light of the Gods 
existence. Those deeply defect non-teachings are mere weapons at their core, of which none 
of course are worthy enough to be given any separate name as they are all truly ridiculous 
and completely worthless for our lives. The “new” weapons of stolen words the foe will set 
up here will in the breaking point into the New Time will instantly be to scorn as their 
credibility here in Midgard will remain in a helpless and complete Nothing. 

The still occurring slaughtering of the people, the manipulations of our world’s occurrences 
and history, the words altered meanings and outspreading of fake information regarding the 
Gods and humanity’s heritage is more than serious. This more and more gross state in our 
world will be denied to exist by the victimised for starters… In the beginning of the New 
Time and its breakthrough will the egoism and survival-tactics laid down in the ignorant 
layers among the people force them to feel attacked instead of being able to realize that it is 
Life that is offered. 



For in a wishful thinking that have with nonsense been mixed in with filth has the brainwash 
been normalized in the controlled countries to the extent that it is soon near impossible to 
speak of any human dignity to be able to rehabilitate for many: These persons, that was or 
are still beneath the foes direct command to live in their un-necessary suffering and the 
highest degree of unjustified degradation are of course completely without any of their own 
guilt. It should here be added that if anyone will take part of our foe in any way; they do 
have the foes tremendous debt and guilt to pay. 

The trained-in dumb behaviours give a non-consciousness and it was not near any real 
freedom and their normal human behaviour. This hands over to us that these people are 
hard to judge personally for their dumb immoral acts. The whole ordeal is still frightening 
and heart-breaking. As an always present rule for these fooled individuals, let us fondly call 
them for “the temporarily unhinged”; rules that Truth is their exact opposite and foe. May be 
that Truth of the Gods has been muddled here, but still it remains all too clear for anyone 
who would search. Here is your first and last help: Understand the Knowledge. 

Also remember that it is a fact, impossible to deny for anyone, that there are seemingly 
“ideological” battles that bring forth behaviour leading straight into this degradation that we 
all can see. To find who leads this on is almost too easy to see.  

It is often taken as a provocation to know things others are unaware of, and in the brainwash 
it is always included a built-in defending of the “own” false and worthless “sub-identities”. 
But, what we initiated actually does know and what others don’t know cannot be avoided to 
tell apart. Whatever the foe want to portray about our existence lacks us all real 
meaningfulness for the now and the future. The foes time is to be viewed as over.  

It is the foes power game with words we have to break down. Which really are us a petty 
bagatelle, with a thought on the soon again most well-known fact in the world: 

Odin owns this world. 

 

We will re-establish the progression that is intended for this world. 

We will meet in Ragnarok. 
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THE GODS PROTECTION 

The well-known forced upon betrayal against our Gods and Life itself shaped the Middle-
period and “parenthesis” we are still left in, and it is as most know or suspect; as far placed 
away from anything wished or self-chosen for the people that can be imagined here in Odin’s 
owned world. Tru, that means, all our lives and the heritage from the Gods, is just a little 
start to unwind clean in the world’s collective conscious and our history. Many have 
evidently not managed by their own to understand the most obvious; that outside the Gods 
protection a human is left without rights and is unprotected. 

Any kind of consideration is since long ago not available to grant this world’s foes with and 
it has not appeared any extenuating circumstances in the War. What we all too clearly see, 
and since hundreds of years back have been forced to look at is; “a scorched earth warfare.”; 
a plundering, a usury and a heart-breaking degradation of all of our countries and cultures 
that been placed under manipulations that surpass all comprehension and common sense 
among most. In first hand Europe and “the western world” has been, and still is, undeniably 
most used up and at the same time the strongest weapon for the foes to parasite on; to 
break down and turn against our other high cultures in our world. It has far too long been a 
real misuse and division inside and against each other under a systematic brainwash. This is 
all undeniably parasitic and extreme; it is a psychical and physical outrage against all parts 
of the world that have no counterpart in history and it is at the same time told inside that 
sickening Illusion to be normality; a natural and a human progression. No. Nothing could be 
more wrong. 

This world’s degradation can hardly get much worse. The foe has in advance; before the New 
Time will occur, fooled large parts of the world that they are their “friends” and “saviours”. 
Of course they are fully aware that if people knew that the Gods exist then their time here 
would be gone with the wind. And, it is just this mentioned fact the foe readily strives after 
to conceal and try to hinder reach into the collective awareness. The whole joke has now so 
long been spreading around and has so far been carried through that it has like an accepted 
wrong been left at peace as being over-powerful to question; this notwithstanding the fact 
that it merely leads downward to the degradation and the following genocide we all clearly 
can watch. That someone for a second could have placed any kind of trust with our foes silly 
stories and filthy non-teachings proves this world something unavoidable; humanity is 
completely without might outside the Knowledge: The Knowledge of the Gods. 

The purpose, with the seemingly and easily exchangeable and varied “plan” the foe is 
directing is to reach our full degradation and thereby our death. They do not know of any 
honour, love or rights; other than as tools to use for advantages for their dirty egoism and 
defect existence. All these meaningless “ideological” conflicts and wars, the continuous 
attacks, all this forced on must end to be placed at the wrong address. The guilt the foe has 
to the Gods and humanity is already unimaginable and can never be repaid. 

The War continues in the daily life for the unknowing in a tragically little comical charade 
about “peace and progression”. Many are forced down and broken under thraldom to 
become “open and receptive in their mind” to what they would never wish for themselves 
and really don’t have any kind of free or own will to be part of. These made into tools do not 
have any clue about what the War of all Wars encompasses and thereby not anything at all of 
any real value; these victims will sadly suffer hard for a period under their awakening to the 
realities of the New Time in our New World. 



The foes weapons consist partly of pornography in the shape of infamous and well-known 
filthy literature which they have forced upon our world to reach a larger distribution than 
anything else on this earth. Furthermore, there is a spreading around of confusing opinions 
and teachings; the so-called rotten “ideologies”, which are made to seemingly compete with 
their other nonsense-teachings. All this dumbness shapes the current non-cultures and the 
propaganda becomes after its coercion and repeating; a final un-reflected and normalized 
“truth” to hold down the naïve with. All this is for a temporary benefit for their three sick 
teachings in the shape of so called “monotheism”, which as we all know forms an extreme 
weakness in the mind. (It is completely understood that the altered words hidden and 
original meaning in the futile and basic code they sneak behind is counted with here.) In 
their normal order they have infected and largely destroyed our languages for this needless 
and dirty purpose. Not forgetting to mention the immature manipulations in our languages.)  

Well, this all too transparent intelligence which can only steal and use and thereafter make 
the already thoughtless and weak into full-blown ignorant is already hated by large parts of 
this world, but still far from hated enough. The foe has all too easily sat below and 
controlled these stricken and emptied on sense in their minds after their own pleasing. But, 
it is near its end now. This Middle-period with its low life stuck in falseness and insane 
imagination wishes Viet to be dead and gone. It would be highly wished for to ban 
dumbness, especially when this dumbness that rules among the scum is not even aware of 
the Gods and Reality and dumbness will be their death. Any difference on any of our foes 
“teachings” that spread around its meaningless opinions like a turncoat needn’t be made. 
The result is evidently just some kind of complete imbecile without any right inside with 
death as the only hope for a future. The foes non-teachings inside these jokes that claim to 
be “religion” and “politics” etc. will all become what they in Reality have been all along; a 
nothing, as the Knowledge returns with real might to our world. 

The well-known tries to blame the Gods for their own filthy work; when they in the present 
have a fully-proven and all too large control over all the low-life behaviours in this world, 
will continue to be just ridiculous survival tactics and propaganda when firmly set against 
the undeniable fact that it is the Gods own blood that is being used, deranged and 
slaughtered in the War. That some kind of “choice” could possibly be to find between 
accepting or throwing off the Gods existences and rights to fit the perverted trash that has 
taken on Odin’s name “God”, as well as the names of “angels” etc. Then letting morons 
believe that they in spite of Godan and the other Gods still have a kind of “all functioning 
might” is nearly too silly to be forced to mention here… Remember and know that we fight 
with the Gods against our foe Surt. Anything other than that is nonsense and useless. 

What Viet right now is down in is far worse than what the nearby future will contain with a 
harder life and battles in our countries. It will undeniably be a fresh breeze of relief that 
then and thereafter finally getting our lives full worth and becoming real and worthy people. 
For many this will be their first time being anywhere near becoming a free and 
knowledgeable human; this so awarding and obvious state to live in. For us that lived in past 
lives; with that said is far from given to all beings here, we really need to lead in the New 
Time. We will let that rotten Middle-period between the Gods holy times, known as “the 
parenthesis” in our world’s history be a sorrow and for full contempt for all coming times. 
(That is if our future will be able to find anything of its meaninglessness and filth left in its 
memories.) 

Outside the Gods protection there is just suffering and death in wait. The War is inseparable 
from our lives. It is time to start our own lives.	  
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IN THIS WAR; IN WAITING AND CHANGES 

I am now forced to become overly clarifying and utter some quite obvious matters.  

Far inside the woods, inside mountains and in other places; and naturally in the other 
Worlds, lives a higher state of Life. These “beings” and humans with knowledge and abilities 
many in Midgard now long enough couldn’t manage to imagine exist are real. 

There are reasons for this wait until the New Time can enter again: 

It is all connected from the other Worlds in to this world with the awaited reincarnations of 
the Gods. This occurrence has been made around every four hundred years since thousands 
of years back in time and earlier in our history it has coincided with every new Folk and 
high-culture that has been given their life by Odin for improvement of his world. Large parts 
of this world are at present fooled down into an insane denying of the Gods and their own 
heritage; accordingly their very own existence… 

Thoughts are held away from anything of real value, which in turn should have led forward 
to a clear understanding of the only help that exist for humanity: The Knowledge, in all its 
obvious clarity will hinder humanity from further suffering and our foes raping and 
murdering, and then give us back our freedom and gladness in life. 

Here in Midgard it is in fact meant that most should be able to manage without any guidance 
from “spirits”, but that support really is sorely needed now. 

Anything that looks like a human is naturally more or less human. There really is no good 
reason for hiding the content in this fact. What the foes are claiming about themselves with 
their pompous and silly propaganda, where their pornographic scribblings in no way can 
explain away anything with their conscious or plain clumsy ambiguity in some temporarily 
changed meanings in a number of words, or that they have a clever plan that comprise all 
the millions of attacks and entrapments to murder humanity; that would be our humanity 
that own the rights they seek here in vain. As if their salary in murdering wasn’t the 
parasites only goal and plan…  

The foes multiple frauds that under examination hurts higher Life itself at the core, hurt in 
the long run the trust to all forms of real Goodness and all hope. This must immediately be 
overcome with the Knowledge. This life we share, in the undermined and global mono-
cultural society that of course dumbfounded call itself “multi-cultural” is filled with 
propaganda that supports the attacks and has no equal in dumbness in the more 
enlightened Worlds. 

The foundation for a real identity comprises all kinds of natural and healthy will and self-
esteem; this will not let itself freely be lowered to any advantages for anything sickening or 
alien. The foes fake and seemingly high morals, empty ideals and values, are tragicomically 
always up for haggling and under cheapest sale and miss out on Reality. And, with the 
projections of their inner and unavoidable contamination of this world in their infantile 
nonsense in false ideologies and fake religions that are just mere weapons only a retard 
could set any own will to believe in.  

 

 

 



The role the foe, quite comically, acts out as being “the unknown god”…, a saying given to 
describe Life and the existence itself, is just the top of a mountain of lies and filth. Conflicts 
are shaped here and leading the opinions down into the Illusion’s death. The wars are 
started in purpose to move people to be used as bodily weapons and our suffering or our 
death has no meaning to our foe. Their “own teachings” are carefully hidden behind veils 
that are explaining away meanwhile the foe is fawning himself to greatness with stolen 
names and twisting historical reports about Odin himself (!), all this and much more is 
marketed as if it was our own worlds history (!) with the addition of the foes stolen 
“enormous suffering and importance”… The thraldom and brainwash under the current 
deranged and meaningless ideologies is a clear sign on a sad and retarded non-society with 
no love in it to be found. The whole ordeal is far worse and larger than most non-initiated so 
far have dared to guess and nothing of this can of course be granted any kind of naïve 
tolerance or any sickening acceptance. 

When the victimized in full will realize to have been openly and hidden subjected to a 
superior ridicule with harshest imaginable usury to live fooled as the lowest animals festered 
with insects; then they will of course react accordingly. It will be no surprise that really 
strong feelings will wake to life and demand their rights. 

Always present is the reminder that if we all owned the Knowledge of the Gods; which is 
normal and dignified to all of us in Reality, then would our lives here immediately change to 
something extremely high and living: That gladness for our life is confirmed to own a higher 
existence and an honourable purpose together with the Gods; and that is Life itself. 
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THE CURRENT STATE OF ASATRU (PART II) 
 
The period of time that now has passed since the Gods last well-known time in this world is 
about eight hundred years and it was led in by none other than Sigge Fridulfsson who took 
over large parts of the world. For clueless people that really have no idea how great this was 
should study it closely. The Gods will return as said and promised then.  

“Life here is not a mistake or a gift.” 

Now. The Seven Gods are here. Then there are some others that have been reincarnated 
around the same time that can spread their names and purpose by themselves, when and if 
we so wish. There have been many problems with this New Time to manifest in this world 
this time, and I do know the main reasons. Few people know of the Gods reincarnations as a 
fact and if they say anything about it people will refuse to understand as that would mean 
they will have to change their life, become real, grow up and take full responsibility for their 
life. One could say that they are trained to prefer to live chained in filth, fear and death by 
convenience instead of living the Gods Knowledge; life and freedom. Dumb? You bet. 

“We have a filthy foe trying to make believe anyone 
following the Gods to be evil, non-existent and 
crazy, all at the same time…” 

We are all in the War of all Wars, as stated several times here and there in my articles, and 
this is very basic knowledge that has been around for thousands of years and it really is 
extremely ABC for any human to at least know that they descend from the Gods. What 
should we all do about it?, as some are quickly to ask as a reflex. First we should really 
understand what this actually encompasses: We have a world here owned by the Gods. We 
have the people in all countries that all of them still have some memories and full proof of 
their heritage. We have a filthy foe trying to make believe anyone following the Gods to be 
evil, non-existent and crazy, all at the same time… 

We have ourselves and this world really is ours to own together with the Gods. 

The Tru to The Gods has come a long way in their understanding, meanwhile large parts of 
humanity is still left dying in their nothingness. This is a major problem for humanity, or do 
you really have an opinion that could be any different? We are all pitiful beings, right from 
the highest to the lowest, if we are alone by ourselves and without might to be ourselves.  

Life here is not a mistake or a gift. Life is for gaining our freedom in the War of all Wars.  

STRENGTH AND VALUES 

To build a real value and worth, never again by just imagining ourselves being valuable is 
here to stay. I would say that in the full Reality there is one value and one ideal that is 
acceptable for everyone and naturally that is as a warrior: Having strength in mind and being 
Tru to the Gods. To stay informed and educated about what matters in life, be it as a 
reincarnated shaman, a muscle type, a real intellectual, a caring giver and helper, when we 
have the same aim; then it is our Life we grow. 



“Of course, many brainwashed will believe that our 
rights and any real common sense is “extreme” and 
“evil”, and their sickness will for some prove to be 
incurable.” 

I do hold contempt and hatred for many today and that is not without very good and real 
reasons. We are under siege by beings that use people’s minds to murder them. We will now 
have to leave our foes dead and beneath us, at any cost. That is the somewhat easy part; 
getting our normality back into the world to stand by. Of course, many brainwashed will 
believe that our rights and any real common sense is “extreme” and “evil”, and their sickness 
will for some prove to be incurable. That is not a huge problem as it will just make it easier 
to sort out the defect. Should these defect minds be hated and killed for helping our foe and 
attacking us and themselves? Certainly. 

For people saying that this and that is not Asatru… Well, listen close now; any of your 
opinions cannot be valid if you lack true Knowledge. 

JUNK 

No matter how convincing our foes can become for the ignorant we must never give them 
back the current situation that that they can be leaders in junk-culture, media and these 
temporary governments and other forms of rule that now is just prostitution. Our foe still 
has some power and it was mostly built on controlling people to believe that he has all the 
power… As well as forging history and pretending to be above or equal to others when in 
fact he is the lowest scum that exist in the Universe. Without any of you being controlled 
here there is not much power left here for our foe. His power here is through the dumb and 
sick people and they will all die like parasites always do when there is nothing to suck on.  

I really have rights to uphold against the infesting scum of the earth and nothing can change 
that fact. I do not care what propaganda our foes use to appear as they are the greatest and 
most beautiful in everything, and that is a truly ridiculous lie that must die. WE are ONE. 
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EQUALITY IS NOT A GOOD LIE 

I can certify that the majority of the people in this world are at present not fully functioning 
human beings, and for a dozen years about two decades ago I was a part of that majority; if 
that is helpful for anyone to know... Most know that they live inside lies as they don’t have 
the real answers to who they are and where they come from; or rather, most at least sense 
that there is something very wrong: What they don’t know is killing them. We will all come to 
know from where all the lies aimed at humanity and the brainwashing comes from; just from 
where the foul empty words and deranged behaviour the victimized people live on in their 
dead life for nothing; it is not coming from inside any of their own conscious or ignorant evil 

wishes, that is for certain. We must learn to refuse anything coming from the foes’ sick 
existences and we have all the good reasons imaginable for ignoring these beings weapons, 
and we really have no need for any of it. Our foes have left millions of people with no 
knowledge of what matters in life and left without that knowledge they are murdering 
themselves, their children and others, with spreading their imbecilic thoughts in our world. 
Without the Knowledge about the Gods anyone is a dead nothing, so should anyone be 
fooled into caring for what something like that does or says? No. To need to address things 
like this is sad; it is sad that it still exists to be addressed, and I do hope humanity will 
refuse to be saddened by what is unwanted in the future, as there are more important and 
urgent issues in real life to care for. 
 
THAT “SOCIETY” 
 
I know how this low-life-society that is around us since many centuries ago works from the 
inside, and how it all doesn’t work… All of our countries are ruled from inside the darkest 
shadows at the moment, while the foes steal our property and are being “allowed” to take 
over with their widespread low-life-society as its manipulators inside their fake “religious” 
and “political” constructions; meanwhile some are being helped by the spirits of our foes 
and their servants with molesting and murdering their already brainwashed, searching ways 
for everything good and valuable in humanity in our world to become filthier until it is so 
low that it is equal to our foe; that is all worthless and dead for our Gods, so there is the 
reason. You don’t wish to believe this? You really should, as it is true. It is completely true 
that our foe is forcing and training people in our world to be working to gain more victims to 
use; and these victims cannot understand that their minds are controlled in their partially or 
completely shut down hearts and minds. Ask them how much of reality they know of here in 
Midgard and the other worlds. Their answer will be that they don’t really know. We should 
be aware of where this answer leads.  

“It should be clear to everyone that the weapon to 
drag people down to behave “equally” was 
constructed here to shape the lowest scum 
imaginable of what should have been good and 
great in a real and functioning world together with 
the Gods.” 



I am certain that everyone is deeply affected by this “development” these last centuries, and 
with the last decades in clear view, with our foes gaining control, how could anyone not be? 
And many are manipulated into feeling fear as soon as any real and important issues are 
confronted, just get real or die. It should be clear to everyone that the weapon to drag people 
down to behave “equally” was constructed here to shape the lowest scum imaginable of what 
should have been good and great in a real and functioning world together with the Gods. To 
claim that the present state of degradation for many would give a life with less pressure, or 
that this is all just coming from a free will within and that to live anywhere near reality and 
have any common sense would cause hatred and wars, is a dead tool. 

BEING DUMB IS NOT A GOOD LIFE 

I do know the dumb and simple people that I need to address so often; how could I avoid to 
not knowing what’s placed in their minds when I have worked hard with finding and 
examining these kind of people for many years, no matter what cost was for me? Many of 
these do think that getting accepted by a filthy society is in some way rewarding; meanwhile 
anyone able to live a normal high and real life is a real rarity at present. Dumb and simple 
people will often claim to have the only two values they know of: that would be intelligence 
and beauty, safely put back in their own imagined store. They might have that in excess, 
sadly they can rarely use it properly for anything good, so it will rot away quickly so they 
live on its petty memories as it was their present in their daily life. (Most common among 
these people is that they are left with a parasitic intelligence and a shallow beauty.)  

That some people are intervening and taking what they can from others is a common 
sickness of today, as little can’t get enough. As long as all these fake lives are seemingly 
functioning in that society it will continue to breed the dumb and rotten in the next 
generation. (To think that my own children might be lured into befriending something like 

that, now that is real horror.) Many are fooled to become comfortable in our foes’ deadly lies, 
as without these dumb lies they would be nothing as they have built their “life” on it, and 
they of course sense that it is lies and manipulations and are told that there is nowhere real 
to go anyway, so they are trapped in death. These are people that should be here protecting 
a good and progressive society there people can be free with their identity, and some of 
them are actually fooled to believe that they are doing just this, that is pretty amazing… 

HUMAN PROGRESSION? 

It should be understood that the better looking, or people with a strong will or other 
desirable abilities, naturally will be the ones who get chosen for reincarnation. (What would 
you choose to live with and be? Dumb and ugly?) Their intelligence will at times shine very 
brightly, but it gets much less impressive when most of the more intelligent people in this 
world are reincarnated and have hundreds; some have thousands of years of experiences, 
and are also getting much help from spirits, and if they are organized well in society there 
will be a collective help from their kindred. Historically we can see that these chosen for 
reincarnation are gifted in the form of already developed personalities and abilities, many 
have been hunted down and murdered in their past lives due to the War of all Wars, and this 
scenario often get explained to be for other reasons. The fact that most of the reincarnated 
are much higher up in this sort of fake “human progression” leaves a sour taste as it is 
seldom a more valuable and actual progression in blood that actually could benefit Life itself 
in this world. This has left us all with less and less value in life. We know what this leads to: 
The law of the jungle keeps attacking the strongest to seize power and is leaving the weak 
and cowardly to live in filth and confusion with the worst death imaginable coming their way 
as reward.  



FINALE 

As long as we are true to the Aesir we do have all the rights in this world and can live the 
real Knowledge as true equals in life, up to a point at least. What kind of equality could we 
possibly hand down to our foes who laugh at any thought of equality; while they use it as a 
twisted lie for their unwanted survival in our world? Real Life is coming from the Knowledge 
used wisely and that is for the good of all life that is deemed good and worthy enough to live 
in our world. In the coming of the cured world; the New Time, will people get a name for 
good deeds; that is real individualism and freedom.   

Living in the current mainstream of dumbness there are people certain of having rights and 
are right no matter what they are and do. They are wrong. Equality is not a good lie to 
uphold anymore; at least us adults should know from direct experience that it is causing a 
multitude of deadly problems in our world.  

The focus is firstly to be where the serious and real life matters are:  

The War of all Wars is about life or death, and you are included.  
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A QUALITY REALITY GIVES LIFE 

I have no happiness to report. Do you have any? 

Sitting around and listening to garbage music in order to block away thoughts and issues so 
I can focus and function. (In order to block away my neighbours noise…) I guess that junk-
music is my forced upon drug of choice again, for a while. Interestingly enough I have been 
fully aware of junk-culture for two decades now and why it works so well in this currently 
deranged world. It drugs down problems and takes down the ability to concentrate and leave 
very little time over to find and grasp reality as it is. 

Escapism, as it is most commonly called, be it by reading dumb books, watching TV, or 
searching on the internet, playing games, talking nonsense or making useless plans, walking 
around in nightlife, listening to music made by morons… Whatever. It is all the same useless 
dead nothing inside nothingness.  

These people, myself at times faking it to be included in this for observance, are in this 
world thinking that we cannot face any higher quality in life, or be anywhere near any higher 
Reality. These people are living in what seem to exist for their identities, not seeing anything 
other than their “peers” fully occupied with being moronic. What you will consume you will 
somewhat become, to others gain and amusement... And that is how it is… Well, things can 
only change if you change into yourself first and finally. The world around us is trapped in a 
grand Illusion about how “the others” are and what kind of behaviour is accepted. We can 
get shaped by our “peers” into copying fake and worthless identities. 

WHY?  

Creativity… What a joke. To produce crap might be set on top of consuming crap to some. I 
am in doubt. No, I’m not in doubt. It is a little better to stay a passive consumer than 
produce junk-culture.  

“I felt the pain of reality as soon as I touched it. 
Not understanding that freedom from pain was in 
there to find.” 

None of the Gods has produced more than what any human or animal can produce, semen 
passing on to become blood, and what we all can produce sitting in our toilets. Sadly, that is 
all of us, these “products”. That is the negative aspect to life down in its sad state. Then, on 
the positive side, we can start to try taking ourselves more seriously and see what the Gods 
and humanity has achieved so far. There is a tendency among many to take things for 
granted, but nothing is for free, you’ve heard it before, now see it in all of Life. 

I really have had some serious problems in my past that stemmed from causes I was made 
unaware of, some of it I was a little aware of and readily avoided to confront as long as it 
was possible to look away from. To never stop and think as I would crash and burn, or so I 
thought… I felt the pain of reality as soon as I touched it. Not understanding that freedom 
from pain was in there to find.  



“Nor do I find the beauty I want in people that 
others are forcing themselves to imagine exist.” 

A had a lie of a life for over a decade. (I had some forced upon reasons.) We all have our 
reasons for failing in life and these reasons must come to a point where they can’t work to 
hide behind. You know, I reached my peak to no good use at all around fifteen years ago and 
now I have nothing at all to show from that period. Now I’ve made my current life so I can 
have more free time on my hands, with writing this and other things you really want. Still, I 
would be much happier personally with living another kind of life without stress... I have 
always lived for others somehow. (That is one thing that I will have to change, or maybe not 
in this period of time... At least feeling sorry for others will never again be mistaken by me 
as any kind of love. That I will live for others for the rest of this life cannot really be 
changed; if we are speaking about my Knowledge to be spread for the good. Still, personally I 
do deserve more and better. I’m one of the few that actually does… Believe it or not. 

I would much rather give than take. Anyway, there is nothing in this world that I really want. 
Nothing is good enough out there in our foes Illusion. Nor do I find the beauty I want in 
people that others are forcing themselves to imagine exist. I do find beauty here and there, 
but I will never lie to myself in order to survive, I have real things to live for… I am not really 
depressed either. Tired and low on energy and will at times, that is true.  

SO WHAT? 

Well, the mind is very simple and we can try to live on the good moments we’ve had or pick 
out the less good. Either way, it is not our choice to have personal opinions as Reality is set 
above us all and what we think does not really matter there, especially if we are to live 
outside this fact. I want the Knowledge first so that free will can give everyone a life in 
Reality. And while I’m at it I will add some real gladness to it all. I wish you the best. Most of 
you… 
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SOME NOTES ON PSYCHIATRY 

I am extremely pro-psychiatry. But, not in the state it is in today. Consequently, pro-
psychiatry today really is spelled out as being anti-psychiatry. 

In a society that truly is completely warped and where only the really sick are able to 
function without any real problems and real emotions, then dare to call themselves "normal", 
then there is a bigger problem than most now wish to imagine. I am well aware of that there 
is a good standing ground for a few psychiatric diagnoses and that psychiatry still is in its 
infancy, but... 

Several years ago I spent about a year studying psychiatry closely and I wrote some articles 
that I will keep to myself. How tiring it was to look into and witness the hopelessness inside 
this "science" that never has cured anyone. The cure is? Anyway, granted be that if you are 
born with a defect mind then that can never really be "fixed". So, we have to follow theories 
then, and follow all the new scientific reports that change every year like clockwork in a 
book of contemporary lies. Society is never at fault and can never admit any guilt for 
building a system that is actually against a healthy society. 

1. There is a need for more separation. There should be one form of psychiatry that take 
care of people with "hereditary disorders" and then another called something else than 
psychiatry that takes care of what this twisted society actually brings forth in the shape and 
form of "dis-orders" (Sic!). The same separation could and should be made inside prisons. 
(Obviously it is not a good idea to have young people coming in and being trained to be 
criminal and build a network. Or as some are doing inside psychiatry with copying others 
behaviour.) Normally I am against "separation", especially in this "science" where 
interdisciplinary attempts with research really is sorely needed. 

2. It is all a "lose-lose situation". The psychiatrist has to claim his identity, his "knowledge" 
and "authority" above the patient and under the politics in the society that he serves to. The 
main problem is that we have many psychiatrists that have to act as they are really clever 
and can read minds and see through face values, etc. In most psychiatrists minds there is a 
need to judge and feel that they are the authority in control, just like all other small people 
out there today that will say they want to help, but they cannot help so they grow bitter and 
twisted. This immature need to feel respected for no apparent reason is especially prevalent 
in psychiatry and thus they mirror their own beliefs and behaviour to find narcissism in 
everyone else. Finding faults and wrongdoings in everything said and done as they have a 
license that make them right no matter what... Especially we who are imbecilic enough to 
dare question psychologists and psychiatrics fantasies and joke about it are simply the 
worst. There is an exaggerated self-esteem problem within all these currently emptied 
authorities in society, be it the police, the politicians, the military, the discophiles...   

“Society is never at fault and can never admit any 
guilt for building a system that is actually against a 
healthy society.” 

Well, surely there are a few individuals inside this work that have a need to feel they have 
control over other people as that would mean they are better on the inside, proven with that 
they are on the outside looking in. Classification, or labelling if you wish, may work well in 
music where you can say that this sounds like this and that labelling that someone made up 



before. This is something quite different we are looking at here and it is not as easily 
determinable as perhaps cancer or a common cold would be.  

There is no real authority to be found in psychiatry yet, and I for one really wish it one day 
to become authoritative. The many stories of psychiatrists and their employees using their 
petty power to hurt "patients" they dislike for some reason or another is just "the tip of the 
iceberg". Crimes are committed today in every living moment inside psychiatry and 
fabrication means nothing in these circles while they cover up their dirty tracks. And in the 
now; these “psychiatrists” will guard their own sect by repeating "information" that they 
follow as it would be facts from the patients journals and carefully follow the latest trends 
like dumb sheep speaking amongst and to themselves in a mirror. As I do right now, 
complaining about their work, is of course highly narcissistic and reveals that I would have 
some kind of "disorder". Well, if you give anyone five minutes of time and your eyes are 
quick to judge everything as negative and beneath you; then you might be where the issues 
really are.  

Or, maybe most people are not capable of understanding other people. Especially after 
knowing that they rarely can make any claim to even understand themselves. The great 
pretenders roam the society and are clueless, still laughing at ten or five years, or was it days 
ago when they believed this and that... Homosexuality was voted out as being a mental 
health diagnose. It cannot be treated any different than schizophrenia or cerebral pares if we 
are looking at real disorders and not what the controlled media brainwashes people to 
behave like. The real mental health issues are forced under a "taboo" and I care about these 
controlled trends and fashions in society, especially the deadly ones. It is not amusing at all 
that their sect language is used to protect the fact that they really know close to nothing 
about the mind and how it really functions. Be it for “political reasons” or ignorance of 
reincarnation and many other things. Without understanding that people have very different 
heritages in them that they cannot possibly understand if they are not sharing the same 
blood is a big issue here. Fact stays: They know very little about the mind as it is more 
different in different people than they now will acknowledge, and if not having the more 
complete picture of humanity to work with; it will all be useless.  

“There is no real authority to be found in 
psychiatry yet, and I for one really wish it one day 
to become authoritative.” 

Anyone dumb enough to believe that what is presented as new science every year will change 
into a new absolute current truth that we all have to learn and live by until the next current 
truth appears must truly be pitied, at least if they don’t acknowledge that they are following 
plausible theories. Present day scientists must produce results with their research or they 
will have no income, so most of it is made up and second guessing back and forth, leaving 
out facts that doesn’t serve the politics they’re working for. On who’s expense is this? We, 
the people. 

 

 



“I have to make the claim that in the current state 
of life there is so much Knowledge missing that has 
to be placed right for anything at all to work in 
accordance with reality.” 

The large majority of the psychiatrists is not worthy to be psychiatrists and should never 
have been able to graduate and swear their oath to Apollo in a healthy and real society.  

3. I have to make the claim that in the current state of life there is so much Knowledge 
missing that has to be placed right for anything at all to work in accordance with reality. 
When a more enlightened society will rise once again and we can really start to care for life 
in time before we get served more of that depressing crap from our foes current society 
where everything can be called upon as "disorders", then and there we might encounter 
something worthwhile to be found inside humanity again, for all of us. 

Also try to remember the insane lie that: "All people have diagnoses". We are all completely 
warped and that is the “normality” sold everywhere as a catchphrase. It makes us all so 
equal, doesn’t it? Fashion comes in so many shapes and forms these days that any truth is 
non-existent; this in a world where most are trained to not care at all... No wonder that so 
many seek diagnoses for their identity to feed off and give blame to. Grow up. All of you. 

How come that I have any interest in psychiatry?, you might ask. I foresee a New Time where 
there will be severe issues with identity, guilt and broken people that will really need a real 
and helping psychiatry.  
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WHERE ARE THE COOL PEOPLE? 

This question struck me when I was walking up a mountain road seeing this man sitting by 
his rusted car having his lunch. He had brought with him an old white plastic table, a nice 
wooden chair, and a good mood to greet the occasional passer-by. This brought back 
memories from thirty years back when there actually existed some cool people. Normally the 
cool people would be middle-aged or older, they would have had some real life experiences, 
had travelled around when the world still was more interesting and cool, dressed as they 
liked and it seemed like they were on top of everything in their surroundings. They lived 
without ever putting other people down. In general sporting a beard and perhaps smoking a 
pipe, always staying cool and calm. (On the other side of the spectrum were the village idiots 
and jocks.) If there was a person like this in a neighborhood, then everyone would smile just 
when they came close to that district. Just in a hope to see him. The cool person personified 
the neighborhood, and in some cases the whole town. An ideal that many youngsters wished 
they would one day could be a bit like.  

Today, there is no cool left. Most are just too agitated and stressed. The conformity to the 
egoistical and filthy mainstream is ridiculous. They all walk and talk the same everywhere, 
heading, or rather bending, downwards one sickening and completely worthless conformity 
“culture” meanwhile they dare to call it “multi-cultural”. You make me puke. 

The worthless consensus over individualism is practiced stronger than ever before. As in the 
case with democracy, it is mere words used for hiding extremely evil deeds. What a brain-
dead joke this society is at the moment. Anyhow, the cool are probably extinct. I have not 
seen one in at least twenty years. What I have seen are those that wish to be cool and they all 
fail miserably. It is lost for them in the same second they try. I have been called “cool” many 
times in my life, but today I can assure you that there is not much of that cool left in me. I 
truly am filled with hate and stress. For very real reasons I might add. 

I will never understand people that walk around accepting their own society as something 
that just is there and can never be changed. Or, I actually do understand them, they are 
trained to care for themselves as if they all mentally live secluded on a mountain top. That is 
a mountain top where there is heavy traffic, screaming sounds, zero valuable knowledge and 
a life making memories of no value, without any time to reflect or think about change or 
becoming themselves. What the people in our society are today versus what they could and 
actually should be is the question to answer. 

(I planned on having a photo here of a mass of people walking with their silly brand clothes 
and thinking the same clueless things about life that aired on TV yesterday. But, that 
wouldn’t be cool to show...) 
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I DO NOT DREAM 
 
But, I do scream: Stop dreaming! Nobody can be that dumb! Please! Open your eyes. Open 
your heart. Open your mind. Open your Life. (I say everything with capital letters as there are 
no other letters, you should understand this...) 
 
“If you say this and do that, then people will not listen. They will imagine or pretend to know 
something, or rather everything, instead of actually learning.” 
 
(Oh, I do know how brainwashing works. And, I acknowledge the existence of survival 
tactics. But, I do not practice any of it. And, I most certainly know right from wrong.) 
 
* 
 
I’m normal, some others are likely to say. Being normal in the lowest state of humanity ever, 
what a good effort… Copying what they are led to believe others are; without thinking 
clearly about it, deaf to gut feeling, left without having any real and normal abilities to know 
much about anything at all of real value, with their own will controlled and non-existent. 
 
I see people that have closed their eyes in order to stay alive another minute in the horror 
this world has become and never near healthy enough to smell the stench of The Illusion 
around and in them. These fooled and shaped into the most retarded and dirty imaginable 
as that would really be a long standing modern normality… (See what words do to those that 
live as chicken brained perverts and fooled to believe they are doing something new? No?) 
Maybe you are living in a certain death that calls itself love and freedom where our parasites 
rules with words. With our words. Our life’s will. We must have Knowledge to be able to live. 
 
* 
 
I used to wander through countries and worlds, near here and far away. I still have all the 
memories past and future in Time. What others say will make no difference to me. I 
remember times when the Gods lived in this world, in times when Truth and normality lived 
inseparable. Times when people had to be strong and never would or could kneel for any 
scum. And that is what we all know happened. The thrown out from our world, the too well-
known parasites, stole and used what they could find and scraped together their stories 
from that. It was made to suit the naive or the downright dumb, and the weakened in heart 
and filthy in mind listened for any possible profit they could get for their ego; deaf to 
blatant lies that defile and murder Life. 
 

“They threatened and manipulated, held back all 
science, progression and Knowledge, erected 
ridiculous buildings on order by a parasitic 
wannabe-god that live on drinking the blood of 
Odin’s children.” 
 



The Gods came back to this world in time after time. They gave of their Knowledge, made 
the blood here and all higher cultures, assisted in all progression that later became dragged 
down or hidden in the War of all Wars.  
 
The deranged and perverted “men” and “women” came to be and had no Truth, no real 
morals, and hence, there was nothing but madness, nothing of godliness in them to be 
found. Set under control to rape and murder, spreading around pornography in false books 
used as a weapon to degrade our world. They threatened and manipulated, held back all 
science, progression and Knowledge, erected ridiculous buildings on order by a parasitic 
wannabe-god that live on drinking the blood of Odin’s children. At the same time they are 
playing the blame game for their deeds on “others”, “them”, and setting themselves to be 
their own “ENemies…”. So was their charm and great plan. To take control at any cost and 
pretend they are higher up at any cost. That is how dumb, weak and pitiful they really are.  
 
Truth, Knowledge and Reality was, believe it or not, hunted down and hated. Love and joy 
completely deranged or gone. Everything that was good and high made into ruins for too 
many. Those “men” and “women”, that we can call scum, will never win anything in a world 
that is not theirs to set foot in. Their children became freaks trained into acting like 
parasites, to be like their “leader”. It was if they were all drugged on the high words used, 
failing to see how utterly worthless they had become, not seeing the suffering and 
humiliation they caused humanity and Life itself. Many people had taken in by all these 
empty promises that made people dumb beyond belief, with empty and foul promises by 
their own foe who, quite naturally, never will or can give them anything more than grief, 
guilt and death for their deranged efforts that can only be called for what it is; organized 
mass murder. This world was set in dirty egoism, misplaced emotions and individuality for 
nothing, a defilement leading to suicide in the name of suffering for… Nothing. Or rather, 
that was all for a sub-nothing.  
 

“I not only sensed in this dream that the parasite 
teaching called mongotheism was stretching the 
Truth. I actually knew it was close to the exact 
opposite of Truth and Reality.” 
 
There was a real war set up in the minds with grandiose illusions, question after empty 
question with no answer to be found as it was all filled with nothing of Truth, or anything of 
any importance, or any kind of value to Life here or anywhere. There was a lie that kept on 
stealing Life itself from our world, a lie that even twisted the word lie and the word even, 
fouled everything truly good and used life here as a prostitute. Buildings was forced to be 
built on top of many of our sacred places in order to defile anything high and truly good, 
raised to the filthiest and lowest of all human beings, for that guy had written in a book that 
he had created everything (Pause for laughing.) and was wise beyond any human 
understanding (Pause for laughing.), that he could create immortality…, (Pause for a joyful 
minute for his upcoming death.) and he is oh so great and pretty… (I have seen that 
worthless piece of garbage without his silly make-up of shining light and he is as ugly as you 
can get. Well, not as ugly as his inside, but nothing is dirty enough to stand to be compared 
to that. I piss in his filthy mouth.) I not only sensed in this dream that the parasite teaching 
called mongotheism was stretching the Truth. I actually knew it was close to the exact 
opposite of Truth and Reality. 



“Outside of living with the Gods and Truth this 
nightmare described here is called “reality”.” 
 
*  
 
Whatever the sick have said for hundreds of years with those mirrored words that made no 
sense, trapped inside not caring or silly fears forcing them to stay alive with defending what 
they are told is the strongest might. (Pause for amazement.) Handing over their only life to 
become a worthless nothing; to a truly imbecilic foe claiming ownership and power over all 
poor brainwashed minds. Placing themselves together with the worst scum they are able to 
find to shape into control with influence in our world, to fill it with useless garbage so that 
any sane person would commit suicide. Now, that the dumb and deranged are set under 
control to “rule” and have influence throughout this world with their reward of getting used 
and then slaughtered, we all must have dreamt that there actually is a real problem to be 
solved that is the very cause of all wrongs in our world. (I really do wish this was 
propaganda and not a fact. But, Truth above all.) 
 
* 
 
I dreamt that the Gods watched and tried to help, but the foe in control has put all his effort 
on the claim that the Gods are mythological... Shocking. We are waiting for that moment 
when Freedom can be able to enter here again. That golden moment when the controllers of 
The Illusion clumsily tips it over, one time too many; and then it would become visible. When 
it all had been taken to such extremes that a good portion of humanity instantly would 
understand what was happening around them was not anywhere near a natural and free 
order. That moment has yet to enter here.  
 
Outside of living with the Gods and Truth this nightmare described here is called “reality”.  
 
 
Knowledge is evil only for the scum of the earth, as it will kill them all. 
 
Life is only Life when freedom can exist.  
 
A New Time will come. 
 
I do not dream. 
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